No Berry phase terms because of almost perfect cancellation of the two sublattice contributions Only relevant perturbation -r strength is measured by the spin gap ∆ res ∆ res and c completely determine entire spectrum of quasi-particle peak and multiparticle continua, the S matrices for scattering between the excitations, and T > 0 modifications. 
Coupling γ approaches also approaches a fixed-point value under the renormalization group flow
No new relevant perturbations on the boundary; All other boundary perturbations are irrelevante.g.
∆ res and c completely determine spin dynamics near an impurityNo new parameters are necessary ! Beta function:
(This is the simplest allowed boundary perturbation for S=0 -its irrelevance implies C 0 = 0) Linewidth:
independent of impurity parameters.
2. New interacting boundary conformal field theory in 2+1 dimensions 3. Universal irrational spin near the impurity at the critical point. Relaxational dynamics in quantum critical region (Sachdev+Ye, 1992) ( ) ( )
